
in humor and love for all involved ~ knox was just the start of the all being and doing in 

complete transparency/context. Love ~ � hatj 

From: Records <records@records.facebook.com> 

Date: July 19, 2017 at 3:00:14 PM EDT 

To: ciinc.universal@gmail.com 

Subject: Your Facebook account 

Reply-To: 

records+RBKUE5TGRIAAAMGNOPEVJ6OQCBBAA@records.facebook.com 

Hello, 

We have received legal process from law enforcement seeking information about your 

Facebook account. If we do not receive a copy of documentation that you have filed in 

court challenging this legal process within ten (10) days, we will respond to the 

requesting agency with information about the requested Facebook account. We may need 

to respond to this legal request within less than ten (10) days if we have a reasonable 

belief that we are legally required to do so. Please respond to this message with a copy of 

any documents you file with the court. If you would like additional information about the 

legal process, please let us know as soon as possible. 

Thank you, 

Law Enforcement Response Team 

HATJ: 

From: Heather Ann Tucci-Jarraf <ciinc.universal@gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, July 19, 2017 11:08 PM 

Subject: Re: Your Facebook account 

To: <records+rbkue5tgriaaamgnopevj6oqcbbaa@records.facebook.com> 

Is this meant as a joke? Because I AM laughing. Belly laughing.  

I now return in kind! 

My sincere regards to Mr. Parker H. Still, purported "FBI special agent". Or perhaps this 

"request" comes to facebook while Still wears his other "hat"...military intelligence-gun-

for-hire?  

Obviously, even a first year law student would be quick to notice that "Facebook law 

enforcement response team" has not even bothered to provide the identity of: 

1. The purported law enforcement alleged to have made the "request"; 



2. What process was served, specifically and particularly, to "FACEBOOK LAW 

ENFORCEMENT RESPONSE TEAM", nor a copy provided to me of said; 

3. Identification of the alleged court case, with case number, where an alleged "legal 

action" has been allegedly filed to receive "permission"...from "someone"; 

I have seen Mr. Still's idea of "legal" and "process", first hand over these last nine days. It 

is my professional opinion, and experience, that Mr. Still does not know the meaning of 

those two words...throw "identification", "warrants", and "pristine stategy", while we're at 

it. Either that, or he disregards them entirely for the right price, incentive, or motivation.  

At the Universal Security levels, such blatant disregard has always been deemed as a 

"Universal Security Threat" that puts all of existence in harm. 

I am now going to show you the elegance of love, and transparency. This example and 

lesson is waaaaaaaay overdo for facebook...one of the many backdoors used by purported 

"law enforcement"...so your email below is a "dress show". 

I thank you, facebook, and Mr. Parker H. Still for identifying your shadow networks in 

this world...to all of existence...as it is bound, so shall it be unbound. 

I will be sure to pass on the data in the national / universal security meetings this week.  

Mr. Parker H. Still, "Colorado", DOJ/FBI, space programs, and Knox were my cherry of 

examples for the meetings...but I am sooooooo glad you decided to join the party of 

"real-time" "national" security threats to be expunged from existence...because you all 

certainly are not a threat to universal security.  

Warmest regards, as you consider the flow of your choices to be made...and the 

experiences you create for yourself.  

Especially, I am in gratitude for you giving the "CUE". Now you see what all our teams 

look like and do like. Yes, some of them may be familiar to you, or at least Putin. For 

they could see the limitless benefits, and win-win, for all...of being and doing directly and 

transparently with all ...without one "man" to unilaterally pick and choose, on all sides, 

"who is worthy"...Putee, you baaaaaaad boy! � ❤️ 

In love 

all ways 

always 

With full responsibility, accountability, and liability: 

Heather Ann Tucci-Jarraf 

253-241-2008 

current location: WA D.C., approximately six blocks from the white house...for meetings 

~  



 


